Three Amendments Proposed
At E.C. HouseComm Meeting
To Alter Election Methods

Three amendments to the East Campus House Committee (E.C. HouseComm) were presented last Wednesday night. At the same meeting two members of the Student Union Committee presented a report on the progress of the Committee.

One of the proposed amendments to the constitution would make the Chairman of East Campus House Committee the Committee's reorganizational chairman. The new Committee reorganization plan scheduled to go into effect next spring.

The second proposed amendment to the constitution would have the secretary and treasurer elected by the residents of East Campus in the Spring Comm. At meeting these offices by appointees from the committee.

The third proposed amendment was to have the judicial committee handle the standing committees in the spring instead of the fall as is now the precedent.

Burton Committee
Asks For Profits
Sets Up Judcom

Burton House Committee has proposed an amendment to the house constitution which would allow a portion of the profits of house restaurant that would set up individual house judicial committees.

At meeting last Wednesday night, the committee approved the amended report of an investigation which had studied the problem for some time.

The proposal must now be go to Dorm Comm for action.

In essence, the amendment provides for the election of a five-man committee to handle judicial work that would be formerly assigned to the house committee.

The members of the committee will be elected by the house members and the chairman will be chosen by the committee. The committee will be made up of five members. Committee membership will be open to all members of the house, and the election will be held in March of each year. Members of the committee will serve for two years, and their re-election will be on the basis of three of the five members.

In a related motion, the house committee also abolished the office of house marshal. The motion provided, however, that the house committee shall elect a non-voting house marshal if the judicial committee requires it.

First Speaker To Initiate New
t.C.A. Religious Program

Dr. Benjamin Mayo, president of the College in Atlanta, Georgia, will be the first in a series of important clergy and laymen to speak at the Institute on subjects of a general religious nature.

The talk, which is being presented under the auspices of the religious action department of T.C.A., will be given at 5:00 p.m. Tuesday, January 18, in Room 10-250.

The series of speakers in the first phase of this quarter religious emphasis program inaugurate this year. The talk of presenting men to talk on religious subject given out of a meeting held last spring when Michael B. Boylston '54, chairman of the Baker Memorial Foundation, offered his committee the financial support to T.C.A.

Congress Gets Bill
Giving Deduction For College Costs

The House of Representatives now has in a bill which, if passed, would make the expenses of a college education tax deductible.

As the bill, as it is called, would also allow parents of students to claim them on their income tax return even if the student earns more than $600 a year. The bill should be ready at the next session, provided the House of Representatives stated concerning the bill should refer to it in H.R. 1758.
AN UNEMPHASIZED EMPHASIS

Events at the Institute during the past few years and especially during the past months have strongly indicated that M.I.T. is certainly not divorced from what appears to be the "tenor of the times." The Institute has indeed taken cognizance of the much discussed "revival of religion". This interest is reflected in the stepped-up membership drives of student religious organizations, in the increased chapel facilities, and in a recognized importance of T.C.A.'s Religious Action Committee which is now working on the creation of an inter-faith group to possibly coordinate religious activity on campus all adequately indicate the Institute's position.

Although conversation on the subject of religion often centers on whether scientists can be interested in conventional religious questions, or do they actively disapprove of the tenets of organized religion, there is a broader problem at hand: for will an expansion of religious emphasis enhance, and add to education without trespassing with the Administration. The very creation of a chapel, increased cooperation with the various chaplains, and the retention of Mr. William Speer by both the Institute and T.C.A.-in the capacity of Associate Dean of Students as well as Associate General Secretary of T.C.A. - to coordinate religious activity on campus all adequately indicate the Institute's position.

We are convinced that this is the administration's intention. It has, unfortunately, lent a suspicious nature to its initial efforts, if it fails to reform its foreign policy when such traitors are published and mailed under the Postal Act of March 31, 1879.
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Deke Schmidt scored twenty-eight—while the duo of Mike Kennedy and 41-17. Dave Palamountain's eleven 'The Delts have failed twice, being victory. Eau Delta, the team sporting the league's big disappointment is Delta, 52-27.

In the second set, Melavas began hitting with greater authority and served two aces, one each toATTRACKERS. On Saturday, the squad travels to the national College's team in the front.}

Toys For Youngsters
All Ages
Books, Lok, Scoop

(McDonald Aircraft Corporation
Graduate Plan
For MASTER OF SCIENCE
and DOCTOR OF SCIENCE DEGREES

PAMELIA G. DAVIES

McDONNELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Graduate Plan
For MASTER OF SCIENCE
and DOCTOR OF SCIENCE DEGREES

PURPOSE
To assist outstanding B. S. graduates in obtaining their Master's and Doctor of Science Degrees while employed in industry and make significant contributions to national defense work.

ELIGIBILITY
February and June graduates receiving Bachelor of Science degrees in the following fields: Aeronautical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Physics.

Those chosen to participate in this Plan will be from the upper portion of their graduating class and will have evidenced unusual technical ability. They must also have evidenced imaginative ability and possess personality traits enabling them to work well with others.

Applicants must be United States citizens who may be married or "Scouse."
Ugly Man Contest Has Bitter Rivalry Among Contestants

Candidates in Alpha Phi Omega's Ugly Man contest have an alarming tendency to actually want to win. The present third place contestant, Klaus Kureth, '56, cracked winning this year, he made the A.P.O. booth in Building 10 his habitual hangout where he secretly held images that so moved to the eye of the milling crowd of voters with his pitiful, toothless, cross-eyed grin.

A bitterly contested rivalry has sprang up between the Air Force and Army ROTC. Fighting for the Air Force is Robert Warshawer '54, known as "the guy who makes up the drills," while Major F. B. "A prince of a fellow" Moon represents the Army.

Point, Major Moon has adopted the subordinates to vote for him with soft tears (but no monetary equivalent of his vote for him, and has even been observed using his ballpoint with the metonymy equivalent of 100 votes.

Among Win.

How the stars got started...

Tyrene Power says, "I had it tough being tradition" to get into movies. First, a famous great-grandfather, some name, Grandfather and Dad, too -- both big in the theatre. I was harbored at a Fair before anyone gave me a chance. Then, bit player, understudy, hard work and eventually I made it!"

Start smoking Camels yourself

Before only Camels for 59 cents and had out, why Camels are great in million, flask and popularity! See how much more pleasure a cigarette can give you.

Camels Agree with More People Than any Other Cigarette!

Microtomic

The drawing pencil that holds up under pressure
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